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INTRODUCTION

1. The Smiley Model

When seeking to create ideal learning environments for students
and teachers, it can be a challenge to find a balance between
facilitating learning processes at high levels of cognitive
complexity [1] and creating playful and engaging experiences for
students and teachers [2]. This challenge is relevant to the
professional creation of small digital learning games as well as the
big Game [3], that is, the learning and play situations that exist
surrounding the use of small learning games, when students
discuss, negotiate, develop, and decide what to do next inside the
learning games. The desired balance is lost if the learning
processes become shallow – at a low level of cognitive
complexity – though it may be great fun [4]. Conversely, a game
may facilitate good learning processes and many learning
activities but result in low motivation among students because it is
considered boring.

The Smiley Model (Figure 1) is a learning game design model for
building engaging learning games [11]. The model combines
learning design and game design – or learning and play. It is a
theoretical model that addresses how to design learning processes
and implement learning elements into a game, while also
considering how to make the game motivating and engaging.

The difficulty in aligning learning situations with playful
situations can be viewed as the typical difference in focus points
between learning designers and game designers [5]. For learning
designers, learning goals and learning processes are very
important and are given a high priority. For game designers,
learning goals may become secondary to the gameplay itself –
game designers traditionally prioritize engaging gameplay [6, 7].
This represents two systems with different aims – learning and
play. However, it is well-known that play and learning are deeply
interconnected [8]. As game designer Raph Koster stated, “Fun in
games arises out of mastery, it arises out of comprehension. It is
the act of solving puzzles that makes games fun. With games,
learning is the drug.” [9, p. 40]. The research question that we
investigated was whether it is possible to create frameworks that
intertwine learning and play in a meaningful and successful way.
Furthermore, we wished to determine whether it is possible to
implement these frameworks in learning situations in a way that
creates meaningful and cognitive complex learning processes.
This paper gives a brief description of a framework for designing
engaging learning games. This overview is followed by an outline
describing how this framework was used to build a Design-Based
Research (DBR) project focused on teaching adult students
through their design of curriculum-based digital learning games
[10]. The students included in this study were engaged in the
pursued of a full-time upper secondary general education at VUC
Storstrøm, an adult education centre in Denmark.
Keywords: Learning game design, playful education, game
design model, students as learning game designers.

The Smiley Model uses a framework for learning design [12] that
encompasses designing for the students’ learning prerequisites,
the setting or learning situation, the learning goals, the content,
and the creation of relevant learning processes and evaluation
processes. The framework is accompanied by six game elements
that are used to set the learning design into play: game goals,
action space or narrative, rules, choices, challenges, and feedback.
Each of these game elements are intertwined.

Figure 1: The Smiley Model [11]
The Smiley Model thus addresses the need to design the learning
process, to set the learning elements into play through traditional
game-elements, and the need to design for motivational factors.
These needs align with the three primary driving forces for our
intrinsic motivation to learn [13]: 1) curiosity 2) the feeling of
achieving competence and 3) reciprocity.

2. The research project
This research project is the third iteration of an on-going
experiment [4, 10, 14]. The investigation was conducted as a
mixed method Design-Based Research (DBR) study, in which the
teachers and students were important co-designers during the
development and test processes. In this project, student-game-
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designers were learning inside a big Game while designing small
digital games. The Smiley Model inspired and provided a scaffold
for the overall big Game – the gamified learning design as well as
the students’ learning game design process, during which they
implemented learning goals from curriculum into the small digital
games. Figure 2 outlines how the learning design was structured.

	
  

	
  
	
  
Figure 2: The gamified learning design.
The students formed teams that competed and collaborated,
implementing learning goals from history and English as a second
language (ESL). This process occurred during three five-hour
workshops. There were 25 levels of assignments presented to the
teams in Google documents. The aim of the learning project was
that the students would discuss, negotiate, and finally master the
intended learning goals while building and implementing these
goals into the small games. In the assignments in the big Game,
the students were guided through a paper prototype phase
followed by a software development phase as they ideated and
conceptualized and developed their small learning games (Figure
3).

3. A learning and game design framework –
what are the affordances?
Because designing learning games is a complex process, even for
experienced learning games designers [15], the Smiley Model was
used to scaffold and support students and teachers during the
learning design and game design process. The concepts from the
model were used to formulate questions about learning goals,
learning processes, learning activities, etc. The student teams
answered questions and solved tasks regarding the creation of
playful experiences for their fellow students in the small games by
producing game goals, narratives, rules, choices, challenges, and
feedback. They also focused on ways to spark curiosity, feelings
of achieving competence, and a desire to motivate and engage
fellow students.

	
  

	
  

Figure 3: Students designing learning game concepts and
digital learning games
One of the lessons learned through the three iterations has led to
the development of simple learning game examples that can be
used to help students imagine how concepts from the Smiley
Model can be materialized. Even concepts like learning goals and
learning processes became complex tasks for the students.
However, many challenges were overcome by making a very
simple example learning game in the programming environment
Scratch [16], discussing learning design concepts with the
students, and using a mind map showing the learning design
choices (Figure 4). Both teachers and students were novice
learning game designers. Therefore, the choice, the usability, and
the affordances of the game design software were of importance.
Through the iterations, it became clear that different software
supported implementation of the game elements from the Smiley
Model to greater and lesser extents. For example, RGB-maker
[17] made it easy to create different narratives, rules, and choices
in the games. Scratch was considered an easier platform for
novices; the program is available online and has built-in
instructions and easy options for sharing with peers, making
collaborative learning possible. However, Scratch left the
construction of game-elements from the Smiley Model to the
imagination of novice game designers, hence the need for simple
learning game examples.
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Figure 4: Clips from the simple learning game example in
Scratch, discussing learning goals

3.1 A learning game design framework – Does
it result in effective learning?
During the third iteration of this DBR project, the teachers
claimed that students learned at least the same or more compared
to a traditional learning situation [10]. During their assignments,
the students first worked hard to create prototype paper games,
followed by digital games. The teachers both observed individual
cognitive learning processes and collaborative learning processes
in the teams, and they also had formative evaluative discussions
with the students. The teachers supported students throughout the
learning design processes by suggesting ways to implement
learning goals into the games. Teachers also used concepts from
the Smiley model to guide the students’ game development. The
students were challenged to create games beyond the “quiz level”
through discussions about creating cause and effect situations and
by providing multiple learning paths to choose between in the
games. This process contributed to cognitive complex learning
experiences for the students.

3.2 A learning game design framework – Does
it result in increased engagement?
According to the teachers involved in this project, one of the
valuable results of this project was a better social climate among
the students. Students were observed to work in close
collaboration and appear to have more fun than during previous
lessons. The students participated as players in the big Game,
team against team, but they also experimented with and
discussed/peer reviewed the other teams’ games. These playful
situations were supported by the Smiley Model [4, 10, 14].

3.3 A learning game design framework – Next
steps?
In conclusion, the Smiley Model has been useful to scaffold the
learning game design process as well as the overall gamified
learning design in this research project. However, it is only a
model, and when a model is implemented it will be used in a
specific learning context, with specific learning goals, actors, and
materials – a complex setting. The use of concepts from the
Smiley Model has been a success in the current learning situation,
aiming at combining learning and play in a meaningful and
successful way, enabling complex cognitive learning processes.
According to the teachers, this method is a valid alternative to
more traditional teaching methods.

The next step in this research process will be a closer analysis of
the successful learning environment inside the small games, to
gain knowledge about how successful learning game processes
can be supported. This will also encompass creation and
experimentation with new learning game examples in Scratch in
different categories as suggested by Natalie Rusk, lead developer
at Scratch, Lifelong Kindergarten, MIT (Personal communication,
July 2, 2015). The categories are: 1) mixable, to use the game
example directly and mix into a more personal learning game; 2)
technical concepts that demonstrate specific relevant features for
learning games; and 3) inspirational examples that are deeply
complex to imitate but can provide examples of what is actually
possible in Scratch. Assignments in the big game is another area
that requires further refinement and development. This refinement
of the big Game is also relevant when testing the process for
different age groups. This learning design concept has primarily
been tested with adults, but there have also been successful
smaller experiments with 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 7th grade schoolchildren.
Based on previous research [4, 10, 14, 18], a gamified learning
design is a complex process and there are still many things to
learn before this framework and learning design will be ready to
pass on to novice learning game designers outside of this research
project. However, the learning process will be fun as we continue
to follow this path.
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